Worksheet 4. Future time with be going to

Complete the sentences. Choose a verb from the word pool and write it in the blank space.

bite     blow    catch    drop    get off    get on    hit    hurt    rise    run

1. The man is going to ________________ a fish.

2. The fish is going to
   ____________________ the worm.

3. The man is going to ________________ the cabinet.

4. The man is falling down the stairs. He is
   going to ________________ himself.

5. The boy is going to ________________ out the
   candles on his birthday cake.

6. The football player caught the ball, and now
   he is going to ________________ with it.
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(Continue with the same word pool.)

bite  blow  catch  drop  get off  get on  hit  hurt  rise  run

7. The sun is going to _______________ at 6:11 tomorrow morning.

8. The apple is falling from the tree. It is going to _______________ the ground in half a second.

9. The passengers are going to _______________ the plane.

10. The passengers are going to _______________ the plane.